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Abst rac t  
For the numerical approximation of Cauchy principal value integrals, we consider the so-called modified quadrature 
formulas, i.e. formulas obtained by first subtracting out the singularity and then applying a classical quadrature formula. 
We are interested in error bounds holding uniformly for all possible positions of the singular point. The standard error 
bounds are based on suprema of derivatives, but they often overestimate he true errors by a factor that grows with the 
number of nodes of the quadrature formula. We give new bounds involving the total variation Var f  (s) and Lp-norms 
IIf(S)llp of some derivative of the integrand function. These bounds give additional possibilities for sharper estimations 
of the error. 
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1. Introduction and notation 
We consider the problem of the numerical approximation of the Cauchy principal value integral 
/~ f(X~ (f21-~W(X) f(x) f l  f(_._X~ ) Iw[f; 2] := w(x) dx = lim dx + w(x) dx , (1) 
1 - -  ~-- -*0+ X - -  )], +e  
where 2 E ( -1 ,  1 ) and w is a fixed weight function with the property 
w(x)  = w,,p(x)O(x). 
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Here, w~,p(x)= (1 - x)~(1 +x)  ~ is a Jacobi weight, ~,fl~> -1 ,  and 0 < ~b E DT, where 
/ /01 / DT:= 4~ E C[ -1 ,  1]: t-lo)(d~;t)dt<e~ 
is the class of Dini-type functions, e)(q~;.) denotes the usual modulus of continuity of 4~. 
For this purpose, we use the approach of subtraction of the singularity [8, p. 184], i.e. we write 
f'__ w(x) f(x) Iw[f; 2] = - f (2 )  dx + f(i)lw[1; 2]. (2) 
1 x 2 
If f E DT, then the integral on the fight-hand side of (2) is a (possibly improper) Riemann integral. 
We approximate this integral with a classical quadrature formula Q, with respect to the weight 
function w, where 
n 
Q.[f] = ~-~ avf(x~) 
v=l  
and its remainder R. is given by 
/ '  1 
R.[f] := [ w(x)f(x) dx - Q.[f]. 
J -  1 
In this way, we obtain a so-called modified quadrature formula Q~+I [16, Section 3.2.1] for the 
Cauchy principal value integral by 
For the remainder term of this modified quadrature formula, it is easy to see that 
• Q.++, Ei; : "n  [ • R~+l[f; ,~] 
The incremented subscript of Q,t+l [- ; 2] indicates that the modified formula uses one node more than 
the underlying classical quadrature formula Q,, namely 2. If 2 is already a node of Q,, then it is 
a double node of Q~+I[" ;2], i.e. we must evaluate f (2 )  and f ' (2 )  in order to compute Q,t+l[f;2 ].
This approach as frequently been considered by many authors, see, e.g. [4, 5, 7, 14-17, 21, 23, 25] 
and the literature cited therein. 
Whereas, the usual error bounds involve the Chebyshev norm [If(s)llo~ of some derivative of 
the integrand function, in this paper, we want to give some error bounds of a new type for such 
formulas, namely error bounds involving Var f  (s) (the total variation of f(s) over the interval of 
integration [-1,  1]) or Lp-nOrmS ]]f(s)iip, 1 < p < ~.  In particular, we are interested in bounds that 
hold uniformly for all 2 E ( -1 ,  1). Such uniform bounds are useful, e.g., in the numerical solution 
of integral equations, but obviously they are also interesting in their own fight. 
Before we state our results, we introduce some notation. First, we define the function classes we 
are interested in: For s E ~/ and 1 ~ p ~< oo, we set 
~:={fEC[ -1 ,1 ] :  f(~)ELr(--1,1 ) and lif(~)]];~<l} 
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and 
"-~4ar 5~-~- {f  E C[-1,  l]: f(~) E BV[-1, l] and Varf(~) ~< 1}. 
Here, BV[-1, 1] denotes the class of functions that are of bounded variation on [-1,  1]. Then, for 
an arbitrary Cauchy principal value quadrature formula Q[. ; 2] with remainder R[. ; 2] = lw [- ; 2] - 
Q[.; 2], we define the error constants with respect o these function classes by 
Cp(R):= sup sup{lR[f;2]l: fE~p ~} 
2E(--1,1) 
and 
c~(R) : - -  sup sup{lR[f;2]l: fE~r.~%}, 
2E(--1,1) 
respectively. It is an immediate consequence of these definitions that, for every function f with 
f(~) E Lp(- 1, 1 ), there holds 
V2 E (--1, 1): IR[f; All <~c~(R)[[f(S)llp. (3) 
Also, for every f with f(s)E BV[-1,  1], we have 
V), E ( -  1, 1 ): IR[f; 21[ ~< c~(R) Var f  (~). (4) 
Therefore, in order to obtain the desired error bounds for our modified quadrature formulas, we will 
investigate the constants cp(R) and c~(R) for these formulas. 
Bounds of the type (3) (for p ~ cx~) or (4) do not seem to be available at all in the literature, with 
the exception of [25] where an estimate of the form (4) can be found for the modified trapezoidal 
formula and the modified Simpson formula. 
By Peano's Theorem [2, Theorem 16], it is clear that a necessary condition for cp(R) < cx~ is that 
deg*(R) ~>s - 1, where 
deg*(R):= min deg(R[-;2]) 
2E(-1,D 
is the global degree of exactness of R. Here, deg(L) is the (algebraic) degree of exactness of the 
linear functional L defined by 
=0 for #=O,  1,...,s, 
deg(L)=s:  ~L[pu]  ¢0 fo r#=s-4 -1 .  
Here, pu(x)=x u. Also from Peano's Theorem, we can deduce that C~ar(R ) < OO only if deg*(R)>~s. 
For a modified quadrature formula Qt [. ; 2] based on a classical quadrature formula Q, it is easy to 
see [10, Lemma 4.1] that 
V~ E (--1, 1): deg(R*[-; 2]) = deg(R) + 1 
if deg(R) i> 0. 
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2. Error bounds 
The classical error bounds for Cauchy principal value quadrature formulas are of the form (3) 
with p = ~ where, in many cases, it is known that 
c~(R,) = O(n- '  Inn) 
at least for s----- 1,2,...,s*(R,), where s*(Rn) is an integer depending on the quadrature formula 
under consideration (  denotes the number of nodes of the quadrature formula). For a large class 
of modified quadrature formulas, this has been shown in [10, 13, 14, 18]. Some exceptions are also 
described in [10]. For other formulas, we refer to [6,11,12,19,25]. It is also known [11, Corollary 3.2] 
that the relation 
c~(R,) = o(n -~ lnn) 
cannot hold for any quadrature formula, no matter whether the formula is a modified quadrature 
formula or not. Therefore, if f(~) is bounded, the best uniform error bound we can obtain is 
sup IR.[f;2]l = O(n-~lnn). 
2E(-1,1) 
In many practical examples, however, it can be observed that we really have 
sup [R.[f;A]l=O(n -~) 
2E(--1,1) 
even if f(~) is not continuous. A theoretical explanation for this phenomenon and a sufficient criterion 
for this bound to hold will be stated in Theorems 2.1 and 2.3, respectively. Further error bounds 
under different assumptions on the integrand function f are also given. 
All the proofs can be found in Section 3. 
We will concentrate on the two most important subclasses of the class of modified quadrature 
formulas, namely those based on classical compound quadrature formulas and those based on classical 
positive interpolatory quadrature formulas. 
2.1. Modified interpolatory quadrature formulas 
A classical quadrature formula Qn with n nodes is called interpolatory if it is exact for every 
polynomial of degree n -  1; it is called positive if all its weights av are nonnegative. The most 
important example of a positive interpolatory quadrature formula is the Gaussian formula. 
Theorem 2.1. Let Q, be a positive classical interpolatory quadrature formula with n nodes, and 
let Q~+I [" ; 2] be the respective modified quadrature formula. Then, for n + 1 >>.s >>. 2, there holds 
s t 7tz (n -- s)! _ O(n_~)" 
ev"r(R"+l)<<" ~sl[wwl/2'~/2ll~ n! 
If we have the information that f(s) E Lp(-1, 1 ), then we can also state some different error bounds. 
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Theorem 2.2. Let Qn be a positive classical interpolatory quadrature formula with n nodes, and 
let Q~+I[ "; 2] be the respective modified quadrature formula. Then, for n >>.s>~2, 
/~2 ( 2 q+l 2 ~l/q (n -  s)!n lip 
cfl(R~+l) <~ 3(s  - Ilww /2'1/211 + ] n! -O(n-S+l/P) 
holds for 1 < p < e~, where 1/p + 1/q = 1. 
2.2. Modified compound quadrature formulas 
To obtain a compound quadrature formula, we subdivide the interval of integration into N sub- 
intervals of equal length h = 2/]7. Then, we apply a fixed approximation method to the integrand 
function f locally on every subinterval, integrate the resulting approximant and add up over all the 
subintervals (cf. [2, Section 1.5 and Ch. V] or [8, Section 2.4]). In this way, we obtain, e.g., the 
midpoint, trapezoidal or Simpson formula. For such a formula, by construction, the number N of 
subintervals and the number n of nodes are related by 
n =k iN  H-k2 
with some constants kl E N and k2 E No depending only on the approximation method. 
In the classical theory, compound formulas are mainly considered for the case w-= 1. We shall 
also restrict our attention to this situation. 
It is known [2, Theorem 97] that the error constants of the classical formulas behave as 
s--1 Cva r (Rn) = 7sh s (5) 
for s - -  1,2 . . . . .  deg(Rn) + 1, where the constant 7s only depends on the approximation method and 
on s, but not on n or h. The constant 7s will be called the sth elementary error constant of the 
quadrature formula. It will appear in our error bounds. 
Theorem 2.3. Let w-  I. Let Q, be a classical compound quadrature formula with n nodes and 
deg(Rn)=d, and let Q~+1 [" ; 2] be the respective modified quadrature formula. Then, for 1 <~ s<. d + 1, 
there holds 
s t YShS Cvar(gn+l ) = = O(n-S). 
S 
Again, if we know that f ( s )cLp( -1 ,  1), then we can state different error bounds. However, we 
note that, whereas Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 had completely analoguous tatements, we now obtain a 
difference between the behaviour of the error constants of a modified interpolatory formula and a 
modified compound formula. 
Theorem 2.4. Let w = 1. Let Qn be a classical compound quadrature formula with n nodes and 
deg(Rn )=d, and let Q~+1 [" ; 2] be the respective modified quadrature formula. Then, for 2 <<. s<<. d+ 1, 
q kl/q 
s t I/' 22q + 7;-! } 
cp(Rn+l ) <~ --17sq hS- l /p  = O(n-S+l/P) 
\q -  ( s -  1)qJ 
holds for 1 < p < c~, where 1/p + 1/q = 1. 
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For s = d + 2, the behaviour is somewhat different. To describe this behaviour, let F be the 
approximation operator the quadrature formula is based upon, transformed to the interval [0, 1], and 
let 
f0 1(X d+l ed+l :=  -- F[( ')d+l])dx 
be the respective integration error (of the so-called elementary quadrature formula for our compound 
quadrature formula) when it is applied to the monomial xa+l. 
Theorem 2.5. Let w-  1. Let Qn be a classical compound quadrature formula with n nodes and 
deg(R,) = d, and let Q~+I[" ;2] be the respective modified quadrature formula. Then, 
21/qed+l hd+l d+2 t 21/qYa+l ha+l = O(n-a -1)  
(d+2) ! -  ~<cp (Rn+I)~< d+ 1 
holds for 1 < p < c~, where lip + 1/q -- 1. 
2.3. General remarks 
We conclude this section with some remarks and comments on the results presented in the previous 
subsections. 
The case s = 1 must be excluded from Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 because it follows using the methods 
of [9, Corollary 5] that, for every 2 E (-- 1, 1 ) and every Cauchy principal value quadrature formula 
Q[-;2] (modified or not), there holds 
sup{R[f; 2]: f E BV[ -  1, 1] and Var f  ~< 1 } = c~. 
This simply reflects the fact that f E BV[-1,  1] is not a sufficient condition for Iw[f; 2] to exist. 
Furthermore, we mention that the results of Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 are unimprovable in the fol- 
lowing sense: 
Theorem 2.6. Let s E ~. A sequence of modified quadrature formulas (Q,t+I [ .; 2]) with the prop- 
erty C~a r = o(n -s) does not exist. 
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, neither the statement of Theorem 2.2 nor the 
statement of Theorem 2.4 holds for p - -oo .  
We must also exclude the case s = 1 from Theorems 2.2 and 2.4. In the case s = 1, we have the 
following behaviour. 
Theorem 2.7. Let Q # 0 be an arbitrary classical quadrature formula, and let Qt be the modified 
quadrature formula based on Q. Then, 
cl(Rt) = oc 
holds for every p E [1, c~). 
An inspection of the proof of Theorem 2.7 shows that this "bad" behaviour of the modified 
quadrature formulas is a consequence of their construction, amely the fact that they have double 
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nodes for some values of 2. Therefore, it may be conjectured that for quadrature formulas based on 
other construction principles (avoiding double nodes), a statement of the form c:(Rn)= O(n -~+1/p) 
as in Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 may also hold for s = 1. 
3. Proofs 
The proofs are based on some very general relations which may also be applied in completely 
different situations [20]. The main tool is the theory of Peano kernels, i.e. the representation given 
in the following theorem. Here, z¢~[-1, 1] denotes the class of functions whose (s -  1 )th derivative 
is absolutely continuous on [-1,  1]. 
Theorem 3.1. Let s E N, s >>. 2, and let Qnt+l [. ; 2] be a modified quadrature formula with the prop- 
* t erty deg (Rn+l )>>.s-1. Then, for every 2 E ( -1 ,  1), there exists a function Kt~ 1 such that, for every 
f E ds[--1,  1], there holds 
f 
l 
R~+ 1[ f ;  2] = f(')(x)K]Xl(x) dx. (6) 
1 
This theorem follows from the classical Peano kernel theorem [24]; see also [9, Section 2]. The 
function K] zl will be called the sth Peano kernel of the functional R~+l[ .; 2]. 
As an immediate consequence of (6), we have for s~>2 
s t 1 1 
c;,(R.+~) = sup light'all q, - + - = 1, 1 < p~<c¢, (7) 
2E(-1,1) p q 
and 
s - I  t (R,+,)-- sup IIKfllo . (8) 
This can be proved in the same way as in the case of classical quadrature formulas, see, e.g., 
Brass [2, Section II.1]. 
The relations (7) and (8) are fundamental for our proofs for the bounds of the constants c~ and 
c~a r. What we need now are manageable expressions for K~ ~1. For this purpose, we use the following 
representation from [13, Theorem 2.1 and 18, Lemma 2]. 
Lemma 3.2. Let L be a linear functional on ~¢"[-1,1] with deg(L)>~s-  2>~m~>0, and let 
2 E (-- 1, 1 ). Let the functional L t [- ; 2] be 9iven on ~m+~ [_ 1, 1 ] by L t [ f ;  2] := L[(f - f (2)) / ( .  - 2)]. 
Let, furthermore, Ks-1 be the (s -  1)th Peano kernel of L, and let K~ ~l be the sth Peano kernel of 
Lt[. ;  2]. Then, we have 
(~ ~'ts-1 F x Ks-i(t) ..1, - ,~- ,~)  j _ l~u,  / f - l~<x<2,  
K  l(x) = - 1) / fx = 
~s-1  c 1 K,_~(t) ~.  ( z - ,~)  Jx ~t_--z~ut / f2<x~<l .  
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Based on this representation, we can now prove bounds for the constants under consideration. 
Theorem 3.3. Under the assumptions of  Lemma 3.2, we have 
1 
CGI( Lt ) = - - l IKe -1  I1~. 
s - -1  
Proof. Using Lemma 3.2, we have that 
sup IIg~llloo~> sup Ig f0~) l - -  
,~(-1,1) 2c(-1,1) 
and, for 2<x ~< 1, 
IK~a(x) I = (x - ,t) ~-1 K~_~(t) 
(t - ~)~ 
1 1 
sup Ig~-~(~)l -- Ilg~-i IIo~ s i 1 2E(-1,1) s -  a 
dt fx 1 - -  ~ IIKs-1 IG(x - ,~ , )s -1  (t - 2) -s dt 
_ 2y -1  --IIg~-lll°°(Xs - 1 ((x - ,~)1-~ _ (a - ,~)'-~)~< s-a 111K~_111oo 
A similar calculation can be performed for -a  ~<x < 2; for x=2, the statement is a direct consequence 
of Lemma 3.2. Thus, we have 
a 
IIgJ~ Iloo ~< ~ Ilgs-11100 (9) 
for every 2. The theorem now follows using (8). [] 
Theorem 3.4. Under the assumptions of  Lemma 3.2 and the additional assumption that deg(L)>/ 
s -  1, we have 
[---T//2q+l 2 Ilg~_lllq ) 1/q c;(Lt)  \q -~ I I t :~ l l L~q- l+(s -1 )~ , 
/ 
where ~ >t 1 is a real number and l ip + 1/q = 1, 1 < p < co. 
Proof. We assume that 121 ~< 1 - l/r/; the proof for the case ]21>1 - l/r/requires only minor modi- 
fications. 
Since deg(L)~>s- 1, the functional L has got a Peano kernel Ks. Thus, for -1  <~x<2, we may 
split the Peano kernel K f  in the following way: 
KJ ~1 = ~(x) + ~*(x), 
r~(x) 
~(x) -- x -  ,~' 
= s(~ -xy  -~ c i x K~(t) K*(X) 
d- 
dr. 
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This follows from the representation f Lemma 3.2 by a partial integration, cf. [ 18]. Then, observing 
that la + b[q ~2q-l(lalq + [blq), we deduce 
Ilg~l[[~ ~< 2q-l(ll~cllq (_l,X_l/,~ + IlK* q /£* q Zq(-l,,~-l#]) ~[- Ilxllq~(x+l/.,1) + II [[L.(x+I/n,1)) 
+ IIg] al q IlLq(x-1/n,X+l/n)" 
Now, 
f2-- 1/g dx IIK~II q 
Ilxllqq(-la-1/n) ~,-1 / (2 ~X)  q~ q- -1  ~]q--1 
and 
q f2+l/r/ 
Ilgtf llLq('~-l/*~+l/"~ = Jx-1/n 
Adding up, we obtain 
f2l-1/rl ( fx )q ~< Ilgsll q s (2 -x ) ' - l j _ (2 - t ) - ' - ld t  dx 
~< IIK~II q (,~ -- X) q ~ ?]q-1. 
Similar calculations may be performed for the norms of x and x* on the other subintervals. Fur- 
thermore, from (9), we have 
2 IIg~_~ II q [g[2](x )[ q dx <<. 
tl ( s -  1)q" 
2 q+l 2 liKe_ill q 
I lgt~l l~ q-----~ IIg~llqn~-' ÷ ~  (s -  1)----------~ r/ 
Since the bound on the right-hand side is independent of 2, the result follows now using (7). [] 
If the additional assumption deg(L)>~s - 1 of Theorem 3.4 does not hold, we must be content 
with the following weaker esult. 
Theorem 3.5. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.2, we have 
cp(Zt)<~21/q IIg~-, I1~ 
s - -1  
where 1/p + 1/q = 1, 1 < p < oc. 
Proof. From (9), we have 
( f l l  )l/q IIX,-lll~ IIg~alll q = Ig~al(x)l qdx ~21/qllg~a~ll ~ ~21/q 
s - -1  ' 
so that the result follows by virtue of (7). [] 
We are now in a position to prove the theorems of Section 2. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. According to Theorem 3.3, we must find a bound for the Chebyshev norm 
of the (s -  1)th Peano kernel of the classical quadrature formula. In [3, Theorem 2], it is shown 
that, under our assumptions, 
IIK,-IlI  ~< (27Z) s-111WWl/2,1/2ll~llB~-I IlLoo(0,1) (n - s + 1)! n! (10) 
holds for n>>.s- 1. Here, B,_1 is the (s -  1)th Bernoulli polynomial. Using its trigonometric expan- 
sion [1, Ch. 23], it is easily seen that 
~2 
IlBs-111Lo~0,1> < -~- (27Z) l-s" 
Thus, from Theorem 3.3, we can deduce 
C s-lrl~f )4  it'2 - -S÷ 1)! 
Wr ," .÷1 3(S -- 1~)  Ilwwl/2'I/2II~(n n! [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Under our assumptions, we may apply (10) and the analoguous tatement 
with s - 1 replaced by s to Theorem 3.4 with q := n and obtain 
s 1" 7~2 / 2q+1 2 "~llq (n - s)! 
- -n  q - -  ÷ 1 cp(Rn+l) ~ 3(s -  l)llwwl/2,1/2ll~ q__ l ÷ (s__ l)q( n -S  )q) n!nl/q 
7~ 2 (2  q+l 2 ~l/q (n--s)! 
~< 3(s -  1) Ilwwl/2'l/2ll~ \ ~-1 ÷ (s 1) - - - - -~]  (n - -  1)!n 1/q" [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. This Theorem follows immediately from Theorem 3.3 and relation (5). [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. By Theorem 3.4 with t / :=N and (5), we have 
s t ( 2q+l 
cp(Rn+l) <~ \~S~_ l llgsllqN q-1 m 
2 ilKs_lll q )l/q 
(S --  1)q N 
= (2qs+q+l 2qs_q+ 1 )l/q 
~'~q ÷ ~'~'~yq 7sq-I N -s+l-1/q 
q x l/q 
: ( 22q ~s--1 ) hS-l+l/q / 22____~q  ~q-_l ~ 1/q 
\q -1  7q + (s~-l)q = ~q-  l ~S + (s -1 )q J  hS-1/P" 
[] 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. The upper bound follows using Theorem 3.5 and (5). 
For the lower bound, we define a function f by f (x)  := 2-VPxa+2/(d+2)!. Then, f E ~pd+2, and 
in the same way as in [10, Proof of Theorem 2.2], we deduce (noting that R~+l[f; 2] is independent 
of 2) 
cpa+2rot R t I¢', ed+l hd+l" [] n+lLJ 211 = 21-1/P(d + 2)! 
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Proof of Theorem 2.6. For s --- 1, the assertion follows from the remark immediately preceding the 
theorem. 
For s I> 2, we assume that such a sequence of  formulas exists. Then, for the underlying classical 
formulas, we obtain by Theorem 3.3 that their Peano kernels K~[Rn] fulfil 
Ilgs[e.]lll  21lgs[RnJl[  = 2S¢ zar = o(n -s) 
which is known to be impossible [22]. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.7. For p---- 1, we may use the method of [9, Section 2] to see that, for every 2, 
we have IIg[ lll - - - -  
For 1 < p < cx~, assume that ¢ is a node of  the quadrature formula Q with < l. We know that 
there exists a function g E 3~p 1 such that g' is unbounded at x -- ~. Then, Q*[. ; 3] has got a double 
node at ~, which implies that Qt[g; ~] = c~. Since we may even choose g such that lw[g; ~] exists 
and is finite under our assumptions, we have that 
sup{IRt[f ;  ~]l" f E ~pl}/> iR~[g; 311 = c~, 
and the theorem follows. 
If  a node ~ with < 1 does not exist, we only have to make some small modifications. [] 
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